
BENEFITS 
  Ideal for heavy construction work

  Breathable 70 g/sq. m/24h

  Liquid proof from the top

  Shock absorbing cushion

  Reusable

INSTRUCTIONS
DIVINE Coverwalk is a lightly breathable protection fabric 
suitable for application upon newly laid floors such as wood, 
laminate, cork, tile, stone and carpet.

BEGIN: Remove the packaging. DIVINE Coverwalk is wound with 
the anti-slip layer on the outside for easy rolling. Tape product 
may be used to join the seams but is not required.

REMOVE: In case of low contamination, reuse.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
DIVINE Coverwalk is a lightly breathable protection fleece for 
covering newly laid floors and stairs, such as wood, laminate, 
cork, tile, and stone. DIVINE Coverwalk consists of two layers. 
The anti-slip coated underlayer prevents slipping but also allows 
for shock absorbing. The top layer is a unique vapor transmitting 
membrane that allows moisture to escape from the curing floor 
and prevents liquid from coming through from the top.

DISCLAIMER
DIVINE Coverwalk can be used on multiple floors. Under 
normal circumstances no problems may be expected. 
DIVINE Flooring is not liable for damage or any damage 
following from the use of this product. DIVINE Flooring 
advises to test the product for suitability and continuously 
monitor its suitability during the length of the application. 
Divine Coverwalk is recommended for interior use only.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

DIVINE Coverwalk Premium Plus
The standard for protecting newly laid floors   |   Roll Size 1 m x 50 m   Coverage 538.2 sq. ft
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PROPERTY METHOD RESULT

Weight ISO 9073-1 180 g/m²

Thickness SO 9073-2 2.50 – 3.00 mm

Tensile Strength MD ISO 9073-3 Min. 100 N/5cm

Tensile Strength CD ISO 9073-3 Min. 100 N/5cm

Delamination Strength ISO 9073-4 10 – 15 N / 10cm

Skid Ability Load 15 g/cm² 135 N / A4 sample

Water Vapour Permeability ASTM E-96 100-130 g/m²/24hr

Hydrohead (Watercolumn) EN 20811 1000 cm


